Results Delivery allows physicians, clinicians and other care providers to receive lab results and transcribed reports in near real-time.

What can you receive?

- Lab results
  - General chemistry
  - Pathology
  - Microbiology
- Cardiology
- Radiology
- Transcribed Reports

FYI: Not all hospitals send all results and reports.

How do you receive them?

You have three delivery options to choose from:

- Into Your EHR System
- Into Your CliniSync Desktop Application
- Into a File as a PDF

What are the benefits to your practice?

- Integrates results into your EHR system. If you don’t have an EHR system, you still can receive results and reports.
- Improves efficiencies lost with older methods of delivering results (fax, VPN login, snail mail).
- Saves time, get near real-time results, leads to quicker diagnosis and patient satisfaction.
What do physicians think about CliniSync’s Results Delivery?

The nicest thing is that when a patient goes to the hospital—whether ER, inpatient or outpatient—the labs they have done there go directly into their patient chart, and I’m able to pull them up with a few clicks of a button. So, I’m not gonging up my chart with a lot of information. It’s faster, more complete, and I also can trend and graph a patient’s progress over time.

Sandra Schubert, M.D.
Superior Med in Cambridge

Results are coming right into the record. The provider can see the data; it comes in as discrete data. So, we can run reports on this data if we need to see who of our diabetics has an A1C above 7, or who has cholesterol out of range, so we can do population management with that data. If the nurse is needing to talk to a client about their results, he or she can go right to that record.

Cynthia Holstein, CEO
Shawnee Family Health Center

Electronic communications—getting labs, x-rays—has helped me greatly over the last couple of years. You get the results a lot quicker, which goes to quicker diagnosis, treatment, and getting the patient better more quickly.

James V. Gasparine, M.D.
Orthopaedic Associates of Zanesville

CliniSync came along and allows us to be able to pull in results electronically, directly into patient records. We’re getting all results from our local hospitals—so all their lab results, pathology results, radiological results are all coming in now electronically into our system.

Michael C. Josey, M.D.
Grand Lake Primary Care at St. Marys

Visit our website at: www.clinisync.org and while you are browsing, be sure to sign up for our monthly e-newsletter and Sign Up For Services.